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Abstract
Quantumplasmonics lies at the intersection between nanophotonics and quantumoptics. Genuine
quantumeffects can be observedwith non-classical states such as Fock states andwith entangled
states. AN00N state combines both aspects: it is a quantum superposition state of a Fock state withN
excitations in two spatialmodes. Herewe report the first observation of two-plasmon (N= 2)N00N
state interferences using a plasmonic beamsplitter etched on a planar interface between gold and air.
We analyze in detail the role of losses at the beamsplitter and during the propagation along themetal/
air interface.While the intrinsic losses of the beamsplitter are responsible for the emergence of
quantumnonlinear absorption, we note thatN00N states decayN times faster than classical states due
to propagation losses.

Introduction

Plasmon–polaritonic waves are the result of strong coupling between light and collective oscillations of electrons
that propagate along ametal–dielectric interface [1]. One of theirmost interesting feature is the possibility to
design plasmonic structures which are able to confine light in sub-diffraction limit volumes. Subwavelength
confinement is at the origin ofmany plasmonic applications including near-field imaging, local heating,
nanoantennas, and subwavelength guiding. A remarkable feature of confinedfields is the fact that evenwith few
photons, a large electric field can be generated so that the light–matter interaction is enhanced and nonlinear
effects can be observed. In this limit of few photons confined to subwavelength scales, one enters the quantum
nanophotonics domain. This paves theway to quantumplasmonics [2–4]. Recent experimental investigations
[2] have shown thatmany quantumoptics experiments can be reproduced using single plasmons. They
demonstrate that, at some extent, solutions exist tomerge the features of field confinement offered by plasmons
and the quantumnature of light to performquantum experiments. For instance, several groups reported
methods to generate single plasmons, for example by using a grating to couple single photons to surface
plasmons on ametal–dielectric interface [5], or by coupling a single photon emitter to ametallic nanowire [6].
Thewave-particle duality of the single plasmonswas checked by observing both antibunching and single-
plasmon interferences in these systems. Another important stepwas takenwith the reports of two-plasmon
quantum interference between freely propagating plasmons or in plasmonic waveguides. These experiments
allowed us to draw two important conclusions. First, they showed that it is possible to supply plasmonic devices
with indistinguishable single plasmons, which is a fundamental requirement for any potential application in
quantum information. Second, they also demonstrated that quantum features of surviving particles are well
conserved even in the presence of the intrinsic losses of themetals used. Other papers focused on another
fundamentally quantum feature, namely entanglement. Several papers reported that entanglement between
photon states is conservedwhen converted into a plasmon state [5, 6], and in particular for the case of plasmonic

N00N states [7]. TheseN00N states are of the form yñ = ñ + ñF

∣ ∣ ∣
N

N N, 0 e 0,

2

Ni

, i.e. a superposition state whereN

particles are in one arm andnone in the other armof a two branch interferometer. N00N states are particularly
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interestingwhen performing quantum interferences since they offer the possibility to reduce phase
measurement uncertainties below the shot noise limit by a factor

N

1 [8, 9]. Herewe report the first observation

of interferences of plasmonicN00N states freely propagating along a gold–air interface and interfering on a lossy
beamsplitter. In this work at the interface between plasmonics and quantumoptics, wewill study the interplay
between quantum interferences, plasmonic confinement and losses. As opposed to quantumoptics experiments
in vacuum, losses are expected to play a key role in the plasmonic interferences for two reasons. First,
propagation losses will be revisited for plasmonicN00N states. Second, we use a lossy beamsplitter which
enables us tomodify the phase difference between reflection and transmission coefficients [10–16]. It has been
shown that this effectmay induce nonlinear absorption. The paper is organized as follows.Wefirst describe the
experimental setup and then present the interference fringes observedwhenmeasuring detection correlations.
The role of losses on the interference is discussed in the third part.

Methods

Let usfirst beginwith a brief description of the experimental setup, as sketched infigure 1. It consists in the
cascade of twoMach–Zehnder (MZ) interference stages. Thefirst one uses pairs of identical photons to provide a
photonicN00N state. The secondMZ interferometer generates interferences of plasmonicN00N states.

Upstreamof thefirst stage, we generate pairs of orthogonally polarized photons atλ=806 nm thanks to a
single photon down-conversion process in a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal
pumped by a laser diode at 403 nm. The photons of a single pair are separated and their polarizations are aligned
along the same direction before being injected in the two inputs of a fibered beamsplitter (FBS). One of the input
of this FBS ismounted on a translation stage that allows us to control the relative delay δHOMbetween both
particles, such that this entirefirst part of the setup reproduces a standardHong–Ou–Mandel (HOM)
experiment stage [17].When the position δHOM is chosen so that the delay between photons is set to zero, the two
particles experience coalescence and the output two-particle state is now aN00N state:

yñ =
ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )2 , 0 0 , 2

2
, 11 2 1 2

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the outputs of the beamsplitter. The plasmonicN00N state interferences are
observed thanks to a second hybridMZ interferometer that introduces a second delay δN00N. The outputs of the
previousHOMstage are connected to the arms of the interferometer, each one being associated to an input of a
plasmonic platform, where the quantum interference between plasmon states takes place. The plasmonic chips
were designed by solving the electrodynamics equationswith an in-house code based on the aperiodic Fourier
modalmethod [18]. The input channels of these platforms are based on unidirectional plasmon launchers. They

Figure 1. Sketch of the setup. A PPKTP crystal is pumped by a laser diode at 403 nmand delivers pairs of orthogonally polarized
photons at 806 nm.An interference filter (IF) removes the remaining pumpphotons. A first stage provides theN00N state by two-
photon interference in a fiber beamsplitter. The outputs of theHOMstage are connected to aMach–Zehnder interferometer. The
near-infrared photons are separated by a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS), and excite the photonicmodesf1 orf2, that are, respectively,
converted by the SPP launchers 1 and 2 into plasmonicmodes on a plasmonic platform. A delay δN00N between the two arms can be
settled changing the optical path of one of the photons after the PBS. The two paths are recombined on a plasmonic beamsplitter and
finally outcoupled to photonicmodes. SPCMsA andB record detection counts, respectively, fromoutputmodes a and b, andmeasure
coincidences between the detectors.

2
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were optimized to efficiently couple incoming single photons into a propagating SPP on the surface [19]. The
SPPs then propagate towards a surface plasmon beamsplitter (SPBS)where both plasmonicwavefunctions are
recombined. Single plasmons that are not absorbed or scattered can either be transmitted or reflected at this
SPBS, and then follow one of the two output paths of the chip. They finally reach the output ports of the platform
consisting in slits which convert them into propagating photons.

The SPBS is intrinsically lossy. The presence of losses on the beamsplitter affects the relation between the
reflection and the transmission factors (r and t) of the beamsplitters [6, 12, 20].More specifically, this releases
constraints on the relative phase between r and t. For a configurationwhere the SPBS is 50% absorbing, it is
possible tomodify the geometrical parameters of the SPBS to impose an arbitrary phase relation. Results are
shown for a SPBSwith r=±t. The consequences of the phase relationwill be commented in the last section of
the paper.

The relative delay δN00N can be adjusted thanks to a translation stage thatmodifies the photonic path
followed by theN00N state before being converted into a plasmonicN00N state. After the plasmonic platform,
the photons are collected bymicroscope objectives and injected inmultimode fibers that are connected to single
photon countingmodules (SPCM).We record the count rates on each detector aswell as the coincidence rate
between both detectors within a 10 ns timewindow.

The coincidence detection probability can be computed from the expression of theN00N state and the
beamsplitter relations linking the inputmodes 1 and 2 to the outputmodes 3 and 4. First wewrite the
annihilation operators related to the beamsplittermodes.

= + f ( )a ta ra e , 23 1 2
i

= + f ( )a ra ta e , 34 1 2
i

where

f
pd
l

= ( )2
4N00N

is the relative phase delay introduced between the arms of theN00N interferometer.
The coincidence detection probability can be expressed as:

y y= á ñ( ) ∣ ˆ ˆ ∣ ( )P N N1 , 1 , 53 4 3 4

where =ˆ †N a a3 3 3 and =ˆ †N a a4 4 4 are the number operators of channels 3 and 4. By using the previous relations,
we get:

f= +( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ( )) ( )P t r1 , 1 2 1 cos 2 . 63 4
2 2

The coincidence detection probability thus oscillates twice as fast as the dephasingf introduced by the path
difference between the two arms. This is due to the fact that the propagation phase accumulation for a Fock state
withN particles, ñ∣N , isN times higher than for a single particle state as shown in the appendix.Hencewe expect
to observe interference fringes when recording coincidence count rates for various delays δN00N that oscillate
with half thewavelength of the incident light l

2
. This is the so-called phase super-resolution that is sought when

dealingwithN00N state interferometry. It is also relevant to point out that, as opposed to the single particle
interference case [12], theN00N state interferences coincidences do not depend on the phase relation between
the beamsplitter’s reflection and transmission factors r and t. Nevertheless it will have an influence on the
number of particles that are absorbed as it will be discussed in the last section.

Results

Figure 2 is a plot of the raw coincidences count ratewhen illuminating the interferometer withN00N states
(N= 2) for increasing delay δN00N. The signal has been integrated over 10 s. The data show fringes with a period
close to 400 nmwhich seem to bemodulated by a signal of larger wavelength. The fast Fourier transform (FFT)
spectrumdisplayed onfigure 3 indeed shows that the coincidence signal is the sumof two contributions: one
main contribution at a frequency

l
2 and a smaller one at

l
1 , that slightly distorts themain oscillations observed,

withλ=806 nm thewavelength of the incoming photons. A sumof two sinusoids atλ=806 nmandλ/2with
the corresponding amplitudes given by the FFT of the data andwith the phase as a free parameter have been
plotted infigure 2. The two oscillations can then be understood as the expectedN00N interference resulting in
coincidences oscillating at twice the frequency of the incoming light which aremodulated by a residual signal at
the frequency of the photons. This residual perturbation of the coincidence fringes is related to a single-particle
interference onto the SPBS. It can indeed be related to the initial depth of the unperfectHOMdip, that
characterizes the presence in the setup of unbunched pairs of particles.We showonfigure 4 the coincidence
signal once the contribution atλ has been numerically removed by applying a band-stop filter to the FFT around

3
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the SP frequency (between 0.65 λ and 1.3 λ). This provides a clean picture of the signal, that we can fit in order to
precisely estimate the frequency of the oscillation, with respect to the initial calibration that has been carried out
on the single-plasmon interferences signal.Wefinally get a period of 397±10 nm,which is in good agreement
with the expected value around 403 nm. The observed signal exhibits a contrast around 20%, obviouslymuch
less than the ideal case of a unity visibility of theN00N fringes that can be theoretically reached.We attribute this
degradation tomany sources in our experimental setup: a non-perfect balancing of the SPBS andmore generally
of both interferometers involved in the experiment, non-optimalHOMgeneration of the biphoton state and the
limited overlap of themodes propagating freely on the gold surface.

Discussion

Twodifferent sources of losses are inherent to the use of plasmons during interference experiments and have
different consequences when studyingN00N states. First of all, there are linear losses of surface plasmonupon
propagation over a distance d. The question is therefore what are losses for a Fock state ñ∣N withN particles. To
get some insight into that question, we consider the phase variationf=kd of a single particle state due to
propagation over a distance d, with = p

l
k 2 thewavevector. As previouslymentioned, this becomes

Figure 2.Rawdata of the coincidence counts of both detectors as a function of theMZ interferometer path difference δN00N. The solid
line is a sumof two sinusoids atλ=806 nm andλ/2with fitted phases.

Figure 3. Fast Fourier transformof the raw coincidence counts of figure 2. The spectrum is plotted as a function of the inverse of the
down-converted signal wavelengthλ=806 nm. The two arrows are a guide to the eye indicating the contribution of the single
plasmon (SP) states with awavenumber 1/λ and of theN00N states at twice that wavenumber.

4
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fN00N=Nkd for the state ñ∣N . Introducing losses by considering that thewavevector = p
l

k 2 is complex

= ¢ + k k ki , we expect to observe a decay length of the state d =
Nk

1

2
N times smaller than for a single particle

state.We prove this result in the appendix using the usual beamsplittermodel for propagation in a lossy
medium. The result can be interpretedwith a naive picture: the transmission probability of each particle through
d is given by d-( )dexp so that the transmission probability of theN particles is given by d-( )Ndexp .

The second source of losses is due to the plasmonic beamsplitter itself. As experimentally shown in a
previous paper, the presence of losses in the beamsplitter, i.e. + <∣ ∣ ∣ ∣t r 12 2 , allows us tomodify the phase
relation between the reflection and transmission factor.While a lossless beamsplitter imposes a constrained
phase relationship between r and t, namely r=±it, a lossy beamsplitter can be designed to exhibit any different
phase relation. It has been theoretically and experimentally shown that new quantum effects arise for the case
r=±t [10, 13, 14]. Depending on the phase relation of the inputN00N state, one can deterministically obtain
either a single photon state or amixture of zero and two photon states at the output. This phenomenon has been
coined quantumnonlinear absorption and has been observed in a recent experiment [14]. In this setup, evidence
of being in such a coherent absorption regime is given by the reminiscent single plasmon oscillations shown in
figure 5. Indeed, the observed phase shift between signals from SPCMsA andB is close to 0, and as it was shown
in a previous article [12], it is the direct consequence of the phase relation r=±t. The in-phase evolution of the
signals can be interpreted as the successive preferential transmission or absorption of single particles.We can
therefore assume that the evolution of theN00N interference signal follows an analogous scheme: when the
maxima are reached, the output statemix preferentially contains two-particle states (thus increasing the number
of coincidences).When theminima are reached, one getsmore single particle states, thus reducing coincidence
counts.

In summary, we have observed quantum interference of a plasmonicN= 2N00N state freely propagating on
a plasmonic platform. This experiment is a further demonstration of the preservation of advanced quantum
behavior of photonswhen converted into plasmons and vice versa, even in experimental conditions that can
generally be considered as highly detrimental for quantum systems, such as the use of lossymaterials and/or
structures.
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Figure 4.Coincidence counts (squares)with error bars as a function of theMZ interferometer path difference δN00Nwhen the
contribution of SP states has been numericallyfiltered. The solid line is a sinusoid at twice the frequency than the incident light (refer
to figure 5).
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AppendixA.Materials

Detectionmethod
All the photons in these experiments were sent tofibered SPCMs, which deliver transistor-transistor logic
pulses. SPCMsA andB are PerkinElmermodules (SPCMAQRH-14). To count the correlations between the
SPCMsA andB pulses, we used a PXI Express system fromNational Instruments (NI). TheNI system is
composed of a PXIe-1073 chassis onwhichNI FlexRIOmaterials are plugged: a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) chip (NIPXIe-7961R) and an adaptermodule at 100MHz (NI 6581). The FPGA technology allows us to
change the setting of the acquisition by simply programming the FPGA chip towhatever set of experiments we
want to conduct. A rising edge fromSPCMAor B triggers the detection of another rising edge, respectively, on
channel B or A at specific delays. Counting rates and coincidences between channels A andB are registered. The
resolution of the detection system ismainly ruled by the acquisition board frequency clock at 100MHz, which
corresponds to a time resolution of 10 ns.

Photon pair source
The photon pairs source is based on parametric down-conversion. A potassium titanyl phosphate crystal
(PPKTP crystal fromRaicol) crystal is pumped at 403 nmby a tunable laser diode (Toptica). It delivers a 38 mW
powered-beam, focused in the crystal by a 300 mm focal-length plano-convex lens. Thewaist in the crystal is
estimated to be 60 μm.The crystal generates pairs of orthogonally polarized photons at 806 nm. Thewaist in the
crystal is conjugated to infinity with a 100 mm focal-length plano-convex lens, and the red photons emerging
from the crystal are separated in polarization by a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) cube (FichouOptics).We
remove the remaining pumping signal with a 1 nm-spanned interference filter (IF) fromAHF (FF01-810/10).

Coupling to the platform and collection of the output photons
Each photon of a pair is then coupled to one inputmode of a polarizationmaintainingmonomode FBS
(Thorlabs). The output state is outcoupled via LongWorkingDistanceMPlan Semi-Apochromatmicroscope
objectives (LMPLFLN-20XBD,Olympus) and sent to two different inputs of a PBS (FichouOptics)with
orthogonal polarizations. They leave the cube by the same output port andwere focusedwith a 10×microscope
objective (Olympus) on the plasmonic sample. The plasmonic sample ismounted on a solid immersion lens.
The surface plasmons propagating on the chip leave the sample by two orthogonal output slits. The conversion
of the SPPs back to photons via the slits leads to two different directions of propagation in free space. The
photons from the output ports are collected from the rear side of the sample usingmirrors and a 75 mm focal-
length lens for each output. The outputmodes are then conjugated tomultimode fibers via a 10×microscope
objective (Olympus), which are connected to the SPCMs.

Figure 5.Counts on SPCMA (red diamonds) and SPCMB (blue squares) as a function of theMZ interferometer path difference
δN00N. Themean value of each data set has been subtracted so that they are centered around 0.Dashed and solid lines are sinusoidal fits
to the counts in A andB, respectively. Thewavelength of the incident photons isλ=806 nm.
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Plasmonic platform sample fabrication
Wedeposited 300 nm thick goldfilms on clean glass substrates by e-beam evaporation (ME300Plassys system)
at a pressure of 2× 10−6mbar and at a rate of 0.5 nm s−1. The rms roughness is 1 nm. Thefilmswere then
loaded in a crossbeamZeiss Auriga system andmilled by a focused ion beam at low current (20 pA), except for
the large slits used to decouple plasmons for propagating light that weremilled at 600 pA.

Appendix B. Calibration and residual count rate estimation

Both SPCMAandB exhibit some residual oscillation from a single-plasmon interference component. The data
isfitted in order to get a calibration of the setup for the down-converted signal wavelength atλ=806 nmwith
respect to the relativemotion of the translation stage. Figure 5 is a plot of the count rates on SPCMsA andB
when increasing the path difference δN00N between both arms of the secondMZ interferometer. Those
oscillations are due to single-plasmon interferences, associated to particles who did not bunch into a biphoton
state before entering theMZ, either because their partner was lost, or because of the unperfect generation of the
N00N state at the first stage beamsplitter. Hence some detection events can be considered as the consequence of
single particles entering the interferometer through the FBS.When the delay is close to zero, the particles can
propagate along indistinguishable paths through the setup and quantumpaths interference occur: the count
rates exhibit a small component oscillating at the frequency of the incident lightλ=806 nm. The amplitude of
the single-plasmon interference oscillations can be linked to the initial depth of the unperfect N00N state
generation from theHOMstage and from various unbalance sources in the setup. It can also be shown, as noted
in [14], that unbunched particles leading to single-plasmon interferences can also formally contribute to the
coincidence signal at

l
2 , with the help of their twin particles. On balance, this does not affect the amplitude of the

N00Noscillations bymore than few percents.

AppendixC. Propagation losses

Phase shift and losses through propagation are described by elementary unitary beamsplitters where the
reflected signal accounts for the losses and the remaining signal is the one transmitted [21]. The reflection and
transmission coefficients of each beamsplitter satisfy the relations:

+ =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )t r 1, 72 2

* *+ = ( )tr t r 0. 8

Thefield operators of the output arms 3 and 4 of the beamsplitter can bewritten as a function of the field
operator of the input arms 1 and 2 as:

= +ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )a ta ra , 93 1 2

= +ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )a ra ta , 104 1 2

which gives:

= +ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )† † †a ta ra , 111 3 4

= +ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )† † †a ra ta . 122 3 4

When considering propagation in a lossymediumbetween x and x+δx one obtains [21]:

d d= = ¢ + ( ) ( ( ) ) ( )t k k kexp i exp i i , 13x x

where k is the complexwavevector with the real part and the imaginary part describing, respectively, the phase
shift and the attenuation. Let us now consider a Fock state ñ∣N , 01 2 , where subscripts denote the arms of the
beamsplitter, as the input state Y ñ∣ in . This state is written:

Y ñ = ñ = ñ∣ ∣ ˆ ∣ ( )†N a; 0 0 ; 0 . 14in 1 2 1 1 2
N

Whenusing equation (11) to replace ˆ†a1 one obtains the corresponding output state:

Y ñ = + ñ∣ ( ˆ ˆ ) ∣ ( )† †ta ra 0 ; 0 15N
out 3 4 3 4

å= ñ- -⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( ˆ ) ( ˆ ) ∣ ( )† †N

k
t r a a 0 ; 0 . 16

k

N
k N k k N k

3 4 3 4

TheN photon state is only preserved in the output arm3when theN photons are transmittedwhich corresponds
to the term:
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ñ = ñ∣ ( ˆ ) ∣ ( )†N t a; 0 0 ; 0 . 17N N
3 3 3 4

This equation togetherwith equation (13) give the amplitude factor for the propagation of aN particle state
through a distance δx:

d d= = ¢ + ( ) ( ( ) ) ( )t N k Nk Nkexp i exp i i 18N
x x

showing that both the phase shift and the attenuation areN times larger.
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